
THE GIVER Vocabulary 
 

 
Directions: You will be creating vocabulary flashcards. Follow the 
directions as demonstrated below. There will be a vocabulary quiz on 
Wednesday, May 3rd. Make sure you can identify each term’s 
definition and use each of these words correctly in a sentence 
whether the sentences are student- OR teacher-created.  
 
FRONT OF THE NOTECARD: 

 
 

TERM  
 

PART(S) OF SPEECH 
 
 
 

 
BACK OF THE NOTECARD: 

 
 
 
 

COMPLETE 
DEFINITION 

 
 
 
 

 
Use the TERM correctly in 

an original student-
created sentence. Be 

mindful of the term’s part of speech 
and use the term accordingly. 

Make sure you are using context 
clues that demonstrate genuine 

knowledge of the term’s definition. 
Finally, make sure you 

HIGHLIGHT the term within your 
sentence as well.  

 
 
 

1. ACQUISITION 2. ADMONITION  3. AGONIZING  

4. APPREHENSIVE  5. BUOYANCY  6. EXCRUCIATING  

7. EXHILARATING 8. FALTER 9. GRAVITATE 

10. IMMOBILIZE 11. IMPLORINGLY 12. INFRACTION  

13. INTRIGUED  14. NURTURER  15. OMINOUS  

16. RITUAL 17. TRANSMITTING 18. TORRENT 

19. UNENDURABLE 20. VIBRANCE 



The Giver: Terms and Definitions 

 

1. acquisition: noun the act of acquiring or gaining possession 

2. admonition: noun counsel, advice, or caution 

3. agonizing: adjective accompanied by, filled with, or resulting in distress 

[like pain] 

4. apprehensive: adjective uneasy or fearful about something that might 

happen 

5. buoyancy noun the power to float or rise in a fluid; relative lightness. 

6. excruciating: adjective extremely painful; causing intense suffering; 

unbearably distressing; torturing 

7. exhilarating: verb to make cheerful or merry. 

8. falter: verb to hesitate or waver in action, purpose, intent, etc. 

9. gravitate: verb to move or tend to move under the influence 

10. immobilize: verb to prevent the use, activity, or movement of 

11. imploringly: adverb urgently [begging] 

12. infraction: noun breach; violation 

13. intrigued: verb to peak the curiosity of by unusual or fascinating 

qualities; appeal strongly to 

14. nurturer: noun one involved with rearing, upbringing, training, or 

education 

15. ominous: adjective foreshadowing evil or harm  

16. ritual: noun an established or prescribed procedure for a religious or 

other rite 

17. transmitting: verb to send or forward, as to a recipient or destination; 

dispatch; convey 

18. torrent: noun a rushing, violent, or abundant and unceasing stream of 

anything 

19. unendurable: adjective not capable of being tolerated; unbearable 

20. vibrance: adjective briskness, exuberance, liveliness, peppiness  

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/acquire
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/possession
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/movement
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/rite
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/endure
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/briskness
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/exuberance
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/liveliness
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/peppiness

